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SACROPOLIS



Sunday Hype or Sunday Blues? Although the name of the new Sacropolis song
might suggest a joyful and happy weekend anthem, the instruments and lyrics set a

different tone right from the start. The spherical atmosphere that is created by
blurry and layered vocals has a touch of loneliness and sadness. However, the

hook with its catchy guitar riff and groovy bass line gives hope for change. Instead
of overwhelming arrangements, Sacropolis preferred a light sound this time,

because sometimes: less is more.
 

While spending a lazy Sunday afternoon together, the band wrote this dreamy
bedroom pop jam about depressing Sundays. Sacropolis says 'we felt the need to

capture and express these feelings of laziness and loneliness in a track. We came to
the conclusion that it’s OK to do absolutely nothing on a Sunday and to not always

be surrounded by people if you’re comfortable with that'.

SUNDAY HYPE
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Listen here
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Sacropolis is four young musicians - brothers Jean (guitar) and Leon (bass) and longtime friends Ben (vocals and guitar) and Tom (drums
and backing vocals). Back in the days of school in 2013, former Frankfurt-based street singer Ben was able to catch the other boys’

attention during one of his street performances. Having French and German roots (et oui on vient de Paris), they were raised on their
parents’ music enthusiasm which helped give birth to the music they make today: a straight-forward, guitar-driven hybrid of 

Indie Pop and Indie Rock.
 

The attitude of Sacropolis is light-hearted, just like their sound. The four lads write relieving songs with catchy melodies that spread a
euphoric mood and a contagious recklessness. Sacropolis’ shared message is to spread passion for music and their collective goal is to

have people walk out of their shows feeling moved, exhilarated and interconnected.
 

As part of their debut EP, Sacropolis has been featured on four official Spotify playlists (The New Alt, New Noise, The Scene, Stations:
Today's Alternative), became the cover of Tidal's playlist 'TIDAL Rising Deutschland' and has been added to the rotation of some of the

biggest German radio stations (NDR2, MDR Sputnik, HR3, etc.).
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"Hopeful yet bittersweet warmth" (Indie Top 39)
"The guitar driven atmosphere lends itself to an indie pop rock vibe that’s upbeat and uplifting" (The Music Below)
"Completely unadulterated Indie Rock" (Chalkpit Records) 
"Inspirational, uplifting and ever-so catchy" (Chalkpit Records) 
"Their songs are impeccably recorded and the mix is very well balanced" (Edgar Allen Poets)
"Beautiful, calming and graceful music" (Independent Music News)
"Comforting blanket of sound that you wrap yourself in" (Independent Music News)
"Delightful dreamy indie-pop hooks with soundscapes that could easily soundtrack a movie with some epic vocal melodies and
shimmering guitar tones" (It's All Indie) 
"Exquisite vocals that feel emotive, a bass line that grooves into tomorrow, uplifting drum patterns and sparking guitar licks" (Clout)
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